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3rd anniversary gift boyfriend

Our editors independently research, test and recommend the best products; you can learn more about our review process here. We may receive commissions when purchases are made from our chosen links. While the first wedding anniversary usually comes with an epic celebration- a big trip or a luxury staycation, and
of course that top layer of wedding-second cakes can sometimes seem less monumental by comparison. But this occasion is no less special and deserves to be celebrated. So how do you mark the second year in a way that feels fresh and new? Well, to begin with, champagne is always a good idea. Choosing a perfect
symbolic gift for your love and affection is also a must. The traditional two-year anniversary gift is cotton, making this the main moment to splurge on upgraded beds or throw a cozy one you can use when snuggled up together on the couch. The modern gift is China; Consider adding to your entertainment stash, or find a
unique, one-of-a-kind piece. But by all means, feel free to think outside the box, too, and remember that going with an individual, custom gifts are always foolproof. Here, the best 2-year anniversary gifts that your spouse will surely love. Combining both cotton and personalization elements, this oversized blanket is
customized with your initials and wedding year. Toss it on your couch to have on hand to cuddle during movie night, or layer it in bed in your master bedroom. Also nice: It is available in two different sizes. Both a sweet and emotional way to celebrate your wedding and a cool artwork for your home, this custom canvas
features music sheets from your first dance song. With eight different sizes to choose from, this can be a beautiful accent or a serious statement-maker. Having your wedding song, wedding vows, or even just a sincere message turns into a gorgeous print. Each piece is custom printed onto a piece of hand-crafted cotton
paper (although FYI, the frame does not come separately). Available in seven different sizes, this is also a budget-friendly choice. These trays are a meaningful and practical gift for him. Choose from a variety of shapes and sizes, and then add custom text on the inside. It can be something as simple as your wedding
day, your vows, or a few lines about what you love about your partner. The message is printed on organic cotton, in accordance with the theme of the second anniversary. Channel these 'we're relaxing in a five-star hotel' vibes every day by sliding on extra soft waffle woven gowns. The kimono style is individually
designed and cozy, with contrasting pipes to make perfect the aesthetic of that luxury hotel gown. Be sure to receive one for both you and your partner; you can even have them monogrammed with your initials for a personal touch. Courtesy of Uncommon Goods Oh, the places you will go. This beautiful souvenir comes
to a World map plus 100 pushpins. Use them to mark (and receding about) all the places you've traveled together – from your hometown to your wedding destination to your honeymoon destination and/or to draw all the places on your bucket list and plan future adventures to come. If you can lose your favorite, coziest,
most wear a winter sweater and turn it into a blanket, this is what you want to get. Made of 100%, sustainable cotton, black knitted throws boast a unique wash that gives it a dimensional look and even more texture; it is just as luxurious as it is cozy. That's not to mention with every purchase, the brand planted trees in
the Amazon rainforest. For your pet-obsessed spouse, there's really no better gift. Simply post in a photo of your pet and get this custom done fortunately printed. Trust us, it is guaranteed to please. If you don't sign up for (or receive) new bedding for your wedding, consider this the perfect time to upgrade your sleeping
status. This complete set has everything you need, including duvets, sheets and even pillows. Made of 100% long cotton, it also perfectly fits the theme of this anniversary, not to mention it's a gift that both are guaranteed to get more used to. Courtesy of Coyuchi When it comes to upgrading your bedding, this blanket is
the perfect vocal piece. Available in four, sunwash colors, each with the same visual print, it's an easy way to add an interesting visual touch to any neutral bedding. Made with organic Portuguese cotton, it is washed to make it extra soft, and the perfect weight to add extra warmth in winter or use solo in summer.
Courtesy of The Citizenry These towels are not made of any old cotton. The brand works with local artists around the globe to create stunning products in a fair commercial environment. In this case, it is a Pima cotton from a family-owned factory in Japan that has been making towels for more than a century. The end
result is that these gorgeous waffle woven towels feel as beautiful as they look. You may already have a coffee maker in your kitchen, but we love the idea of donating this to any java junkie to keep in hand in his office. It comes with an electric pour on kettles, dripper, and carafe, all in a modern and minimal matte black
design. If you don't need to completely refurbish all your bedding, but want to upgrade your worksheet, go with it. Made of soft cotton percale, the fabric only gets better and softer over time, and has the added benefit of being beautiful and cool to the touch, a benefit for sleeper While it has six neutral shades, you can't go
wrong with pure crisp and clean white. Enhance your coffee cup game with this set of six clean and classic cups. All Chinese ceramics from this brand are durable and chip resistant, oven, dishwasher-washing machine, and microwave safe, and, best of all, designed to be stacked to help maximize the space in your
kitchen cabinets. Is your spouse a coffee lover? Pair it with the next item on our list for the ultimate gift... Courtesy of Social Print Studio At this point, you would have compiled your wedding album, so why not create an album that captures all the fun and memories that have happened since then? This elegant book has
38 ultra-thick pages and beautiful linen covers in 11 colors. For a personal touch, there is a custom foil-stamped title on the front. Any kind of celebration (heck, any kind of celebration) calls for some bubbly. Toast to two years with a bottle of champagne is particularly worthy of this, considered one of the best there is.
This proprietary Varietal is produced in limited quantities, making it all the more special. Pick up a pair of these to sip celebratory champagne. Each one of the handblown glasses is completely unique- no two are the same- and they come in a variety of stunning solid colors as well as flecked metal options. In addition, for
each purchase, the brand donates to support poor children. And who doesn't like the gifts returned? Courtesy of Wonderful Winc This is guaranteed to be unlike any wine you've had before. Produced through sustainable winemaking techniques - think organic grapes, pesticide-free agriculture, environmentally friendly
production and natural corking - this is the 'cleanest' wine we've ever seen. But don't worry, it's still absolutely delicious, and with this package you can try a red, white and pink color. Our editors independently research, test and recommend the best products; you can learn more about our review process here. We may
receive commissions when purchases are made from our chosen links. A fifth year anniversary is an important milestone, so it is all the more important to show your spouse how much you care. But after a lot of time together, picking out a gift can start to feel more difficult. Traditionally, wood is a five-year anniversary
gift, symbolizing the durability of your relationship. But if you're looking to give something more modern, flatware and sapphire jewelry are also classic cards of affection for this anniversary. To make it easier to find the perfect gift, we've rounded together some of the best gifts - from traditional to modern - to make the day
feel special. We especially love people who can customize for a truly unique souvenir. Rise above and round out your gift with a bouquet of bright daisies, the iconic flower representing this anniversary. Here, the best 5th anniversary gift. Turn your favorite lyrics into artwork for your wall. Choose your favorite lines from
your wedding song, and they will be displayed in the shape of a vinyl record along with title and artist, and a special This incredible detailed wooden map can celebrate any place in your relationship history - where you were married, where you met or the city you now live in. We like that the frame size and color can be
customized, and you can also add an engraved message. Store your favorite memories in this wooden souvenir box - ticket stalks, jewelry from the trip, that receipt from your first day. This 100% homemade box can hide your favorite prices on the inside cover for a special surprise. Put an upgraded spin on the old map
where I was with this gorgeous piece of wood. Use the flag push pin to mark everywhere you've traveled and plan where to take each other next. Personalize this cutting board with your name and wedding day. If you think it's too nice to use to chop vegetables, we fully understand! Hang it in an honorable place in
decorating your kitchen. Donate a message to your partner- your voice will be converted into sound waves printed on a wooden plaque. It's the perfect way to say I love you without saying anything at all. What do the stars look like on the night you say: I do? Mark the occasion with these star maps, which can be



customized by location and date. Choose the wooden frame to keep with the traditional 5th anniversary theme. Courtesy of this uncommon goods Susan lazy is made with reclaimed white oak bourbon barrels, and can be customized with a name and date. It's perfect as a centre on your dining table - it can support £1000
if needed! Prefer gems to wood? The blue sapphire on this necklace is gorgeous and is only enhanced by the diamonds arranged in a sunburst pattern around it. Courtesy of Uncommon Goods Add your wedding name and year to this wine serving tray and plan a wine and cheese day for you two (or with friends - a tray
containing four glasses). This unique souvenir is the perfect gift for a spouse who has everything. Hidden inside the wooden box hides a custom carved bronze compass where you can add an engraved message. This gift combines traditional and modern gifts of wood and flatware– and it can be customized. Both the
wooden box and the flatware itself can be engraved with your name for a special experience every time you dine. Courtesy of popular merchandise the premium and custom version of the classic game is cute enough to show up on your bookshelf. Instead of the usual circles, it uses the heart and letters of your name.
Plus, it's a fun way to get competitive with your spouse. This gift doubles as a cutting board or a cheeseboard. It can even be further customized with a date or original engraving! Choose from a variety of states or countries to find one that means most to you. Courtesy of the row Uncommon From puzzles to artwork, this
fun gift can be customized with your copy. Add your pet or or Too! After you put it together, hang it on the wall as a special memory. If you are going more than a modern route with gifts, this gift will definitely be a pleaser. The evil eye design is made of diamonds and sapphires and is organized by a 14-karat gold band.
This delicate and affordable necklace features sapphire gems on gold or silver threads. The simple, classic design means it can be worn every day or it can be paired with other pieces to have a dressing appearance. Linen linen is a real luxury. In addition to being a durable material that is worth investing, it also keeps
people sleeping warm in winter and cool in summer. These high quality sets are crafted in New York from Belgian and Italian linen and come in over 25 stunning colors to match your bedroom decoration. Flatware can be er often altered, especially when it is served in unique shapes and multi-hued palettes. For a couple
who like to do things a little differently, this set will spices up dinner time. Surprise your spouse on this special anniversary with one. This petite ring is designed in 14 karat gold and is guaranteed to be cherished. Enhance your daily dining with this modern flat suit. Available in gold, bronze and black, you can spend years
enjoying the gift thanks to its durable, faded and chip-resistant design.  Courtesy of Uncommon Now celebrate your anniversary by sipping wine out of glasses of black wood wine. They will also help wine taste better — natural wood mellows the bitter tone in white wine, allowing more subtle flavours to shine. Shine.
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